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, / of pT —% SUBJECT: MARINA NIKOLAEVNA OSWALD, \ FP | nee MARINA NIKOLAEVNA PRUSAKOVA, , A aka Mrs. Lee Harvey “Oswald AT | 7 IS-R 
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Rerep SA JOHN W. FAIN, 7/10/62, Dallas, in the case entitled "LEE HARVEY OSWALD, IS-R", and prior communications in that matter, The Subject in 
wife, 

A file has been Opened in the Dallas Field Division On subject under the SOBIR program. -The files of INS, Dallas, have been checked. These revealed no information not already “ known and reported in referenced report on subject's husband, = 

The case on LEE HARVEY OSWALD is in pending status and he is to be reinterviewed. It is not believed any active investi gation of his wife or interview of her under the SOBIR program ds logical or advisable at this time, It is felt her activities] Can be sufficiently followed at this time in connection with the case on her husband, JI 
rences-en_any member of the husband's family, and, ynder present tee mebances SHE will be closely and intimately associated with then, According to INS records she is proficient presently only dn the Russian language, 

In view of the foregoing, the case on subject will be maintained in a pending *Bective status in the Pallas Field Division for a-period of six mont S, UACB, At-the expiration of that time, it will be-reopened-amt’ considered for further warranted or advisable action, \7 
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| Copies of this letter are being designated for Washington Field Office since Subject, according to infor- 
on 6/26/62, is to periodically report hex the Russian Embassy, 


